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UNIVERSAL RAILINGS
Weland Stål’s range of Universal railings has been around for
many years. It is a versatile modular railing that is always kept
in stock, providing our customers with a unique combination
of price and delivery time.
The 1100 mm tall railing is available in two versions, Industrial with one intermediate rail and Childproof with intermediate
balusters. All railings can be supplied with kick strips. With 6
different standard lengths in stock, combinations in any length
at 100 mm intervals can easily be obtained. A newly developed
joint connection means that the railing can be produced with
exact dimensions without any welding during installation.
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The railings are normally installed with side or floor brackets. In
addition there is an external sleeve, internal pin and a concrete
base that is used in the case of temporary barriers.
Corner sections, fishplate brackets, wall brackets, gates with a
set of hinges and locks are also available for the railings. We can
also produce special lengths with short delivery times.
All materials in hot dip galvanised version.
Please feel free to visit our website,
www.welandstal.se, where you
can easily create your own material
specification, including prices, as
well as obtain more detailed
information.
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6 different lengths
provided
increased
flexibility!
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We can
supply CAD
files for our
railings and
components.

We now also stock corner sections measuring 400 x 400 mm.
Available in standard and childproof versions. We also have a kick
strip for the standard railing for internal and external installation.

The side brackets are available in right and left-hand versions,
and floor brackets are available in single and double versions.
These provide a simple, stable fixing and good vertical
adjustment options.

For the gate, we have developed a hinge that is spring-loaded
and hence self-closing. The gate may be max. 1000 mm wide,
and for the locking function we have a box lock with fittings.
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ORIGINAL RAILING
Working with short delivery times, we can manufacture railings
with special dimensions and even railings bent at angles for use
on staircases, slopes, etc.
This applies both to standard and
childproof railing types.
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WEFLEX RAILING

New!
WeFlex
railing!

An entirely new system that has been developed for people who want to build
the railing on site. This simple railing is suitable for use in industry to shield
between different areas or levels. A flexible solution, particularly when some
measurements have not been provided.
The railing comprises loose components that can easily be screwed together
during installation. Handrails and posts made of 42 mm tubes and intermediate
rails made of 27 mm tubes. The railing is secured to the side or on the floor
using the same mounts that are used for the Universal railing. The distance
between the posts can be varied by up to max. 1500 mm, depending on the
load requirements. The railing posts have laser-cut stops for handrail mounts
and holes for intermediate rails. The handrail is placed on top of the post and
secured with a lock plate. The intermediate rail is pushed into the post.
The difference compared to the Universal railing is that WeFlex forms a “continuous”, unbroken railing in the length and version you want. A wide range of
accessories are held in stock, such as fixing components, hooks, joining
devices, kick strips, etc. This means that delivery times are kept short, while the
flexible system also allows short installation times.
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Other railing types can be found in Weland’s

PRODUCT MANUAL
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The product manual may be ordered free of charge!

